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Temperament, Environment, Education
• All these are important in the
makeup of our dogs, and all
can be somewhat predictive
– Some puppies can override
environment and education
– But many cannot

• Client expectations
– Some clients are well aware of
the needs of pups, but many are
not

• Some veterinarians are
educated, while some are
overly-cautious, to the
detriment of the pup’s future
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Common mistakes or misconceptions
• Removing from the litter too early
– Between seven and eight weeks is
considered to be appropriate

• Beginning socialization after the
primary socialization period is
over
– A whole range of neural pathways are
complete at four months – it will be
very difficult – if not impossible – to
make up for lost socialization

Mistakes and misconceptions
Assuming people socialization
can involve only family
members
Assuming dog socialization can
involve only a few dogs, or dogs of
the same breed
Having unknown or intolerant DOGS
discipline a puppy

Having unknown or intolerant PEOPLE discipline a pup

Quick guide to Developmental periods in a Puppy’s Life
Neonatal period - Mother’s influence is greatest
• Touch is the primary sense at first
• Hearing and vision arrive later (15-21 days)
• Handling is extremely important from the beginning

At about three weeks, social behavior between puppies becomes more
evident
• When the puppies react to a sharp noise, socialization should
begin in earnest, though not in the outside world
• Mothering styles vary, so this should be carefully watched
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Four weeks old – careful introduction to new dogs

Five to Seven Weeks
– Weaning begins around five weeks, and puppies learn to
handle stress and frustration
– Puppies at this age are very curious about their environment
• They show little sense of fear
• Aggressive displays against other puppies
– Begin to learn communication skills

– Environment is all important at this time
• Environment should be stimulating for all the senses
• Pups must learn which noises/sights/smells are normal, and which
are abnormal

• Fear develops between five to seven weeks
– Pups will start to flinch and run away from startling
sounds and sights
– Continued curiosity, but by this time – with caveats
• More careful about investigation – often will spend more
time watching and smelling from afar before he or she goes
close enough for a full look
• Traumatic events (trauma from the puppy’s point of view, not
ours) can have lasting effect on the dog
– (at five or six weeks, pups have a strong bounce-back; at eight
weeks, puppies are less resilient, take longer to recover and in
some cases cannot)
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Development – Nine to 12 weeks
• Environmentally aware
• Social Structure within the litter becomes important (if the
pups remain together) which they shouldn’t, if they are destined to become pets
• Since puppies are not going to live together, they should be
separated for varying amounts of time
• They should develop relationships with people, as people will
be their permanent companions
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Development – 12 weeks +
• More development of
individual characteristics
• Bullying behavior can develop
• Fearful behavior becomes
more evident
• Socialization outside the home
environment becomes more
important

What pups learn from their mom
• Bite inhibition
– The Power of consequences

• Social structure
– Handling stress

• Seeking behaviors
– Hunting (food and toys)

Temperament is heritable
• It’s not only looks that are passed on from parent to
pup
– Primary emotional responses can be evident from a
very early age
• Fear

– Fear is an extremely important emotion, as it often means
survival

• Bullying
• Flight distance
• Some behaviors that wouldn’t appear to be heritable
– Ways of eating
– Body postures and body language
• Video – Aspen head toss
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Puppy Raising Environment
• Many behavior problems can
be prevented if the puppy has a
rich environment in which to
learn. Too much competition
and too few interesting things
to explore can lead to
inappropriate behavior
• Cleanliness is next to Dog-liness
– sterility is overkill
• Exposure from the very
beginning….
– Puppies need handling, stimulation
and interactions
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How puppies learn
Play

Play within the litter
Some dams play with puppies – some do not

Seeking sustenance
Getting milk – or not
Licking mouth for regurgitation

Discipline
Learning boundaries

Pointers to Problems – The Extremes
• Difficult to calm down
(high arousal)
• Difficult to hold
• Sharp temper
– Won’t back down

• Independent environmentally oriented

• Shy puppy
– Balks at new experiences
– Hides when other puppies
play roughly
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Puppy Problems
• Strong, stable puppies can overcome their
environments - they are like super kids, born and
bred in a ghetto, who manage to make a success of
themselves, despite the odds
• Most puppies raised with this deficit will always have
issues
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Singleton or overly assertive puppy problems
• Puppies with no siblings, or those separated from siblings and
mother too soon can have major problems
– No impulse control
– Inability to share
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Overly bold or Confident Puppies
• Often behave in an adult fashion, even at a very young age
• Or can go beyond that to true aggression
– Video aggressive pup

Shy Puppies
• Though we have a
tendency to have our
hearts melt when we
meet them, they also
have incipient
problems
– High territoriality
– Fear based aggression
– Possession of
owner/handlers

Sooo…what do you do?
• The veterinary community (AVMA)
has revised its socialization
guidelines, and now encourages
limited socialization of pups
– They can be exposed to a variety of safe
people, places and animals
– Places where dogs congregate or where
the pups could investigate inappropriate
things should be avoided
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Helping clients with socialization
• Socializing before shots are finished
– Shopping centers
– Friends homes
– Visitors to your home (very important because of territoriality)

Puppies should…
• Meet others under controlled circumstances
– People who know how to let puppies approach them
– Children who can be quiet during the initial greeting
– Dogs that you are sure are friendly, tolerant and gentle

Puppies shouldn’t ….
• Be overwhelmed by people, even if their
intentions are the very best
– Trauma is a real issues with young dogs – their brain
is forming, and early experiences will carry through
their entire lives

• Be taken to a dog park
– Health risk
– Risk of being frightened

• Allowed to be handled by just anyone
– Puppy in dog park
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Working with problem puppies
• Fearful puppies
– Talk your clients out of immersion
• The problem with flooding is that it occasionally works!
• However, when it doesn’t work, it can cause trauma from which the pup never
emerges

• Many fearful puppies should not go to puppy class
– They need to feel safe, and it’s generally impossible for an instructor to
watch all the pups

• Fearfully aggressive puppies
– Generally have a movable flight distance
• Trust comes slowly and can easily be broken

Handling fear aggressive puppies
• Take it slow
• Socialize through exposure more than active experience (backpacks,
strollers, etc)
• Play with trusted people only – perhaps just one or two
– If puppy bites, don’t react, keep your hand still and wait for the pup to
withdraw
– Use the three second rule if warranted
• Attention for three seconds only then slow withdrawal

• Socialize with tolerant adults only
• Play games that build confidence
– Tug
– Retrieve
– Tricks

Timid Puppies
• Play tug with individual puppies
• Group with other timid or shy puppies
• Offer a human body as a shield from pups
• When in doubt, intervene!
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Bullies
• Offer objects with which to play
• Play limited tug, with accent on
release (drop)
• Have pups play with adult dogs
– Video – Pup Good with Adults, not
with puppies

• Intervene early and often
• Choose classes wisely – these pups
should often not play with other
puppies

Puppies with Other Puppies
• Pups should change places often - one dog should not
“ride” another
• Humans should intervene fairly quickly if a puppy is
showing signs of stress
• Humans should not act angry or, if they do, it should be
fleeting
– Bad Play
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POSSESSIVE PUPS
• There are many degrees of possession, from mild to severe.
• Some (I believe) are indicative of a particular
temperament, others indicate a lack of resources
• Some I am comfortable putting on a modification program
• Some not so much
• Puppy Possession
• Goldendoodle
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Possessive Pups
• Draw the puppy’s attention away from the article, using a
better article
• Bring the pup to a sit
• Reward the pup for sitting
• Allow the pup to return to the article
• Feed with stuffed toys. Pup will begin to offer toy for stuffing

Simple method

Intolerant, Pushy, Snappy

• With people
–Use gloves to handle
–Make movements slow,
deliberate and calm
–Do not match energy
–Work through success
• Clicker train allow touch
• Increase touch times incrementally
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Understand the puppy’s motivation
• Teach trust through patience

General Preventive Work
• Teach the pup to teach himself to calm
down, so he can learn
–
–
–
–
–

Crate training
Tie Downs
Relaxation in the owner’s arms
Sit and down STAY
Wait

Overall Goals
• To teach your puppy to be able to
meet and greet humans and dogs
• To teach your puppy to defer to
you…and to enjoy it
• To teach your puppy to be able to
be calm when the world around
her is not
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